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"TIME FOR A CHANGE"

"...Behold, now is the acceptable time.
Behold, now is the day of salvation."

Tonight we are gathered together to mark the beginning of Lent,
the forty weekdays before Easter. By the attendance this evening, as
opposed, say, to Christmas Eve or to Easter Sunday, we can readily see
that Ash Wednesday and Lent are not among the most popular Christian
observances; especially not for Protestants of the Reformed tradition.
And that's really too bad; because Ash Wednesday and Lent are just as
necessary to the complete Christian experience as those more favored
occasions.

From the 4th Century, at least, and quite possibly even earlier,
the Christian Church has celebrated Lent as a time of self-examination
and penitance in preparation for the renewal of Easter. To be sure,
there have been times when its observance has been burdened with a
legalism unbefitting Christian freedom. And our spiritual ancestors
were surely correct in rejecting many Lenten practices. But what a
shame that they so often "threw out the baby with the bath."

Of course, many people would prefer Easter without Lent, the crown
without the cross. But that just isn't possible. No great spiritual
progress is ever made without some sort of inner struggle. How long
that struggle lasts is a very individual matter; but it usually takes
a while; and in the Bible, that "while" is often expressed by the
symbolic number, forty. Thus, Moses was on the mountain of the Lord
for forty days and forty nights before receiving the Ten Commandments.
Elijah fasted on Mount Horeb forty days and forty nights before he had
his vision of God. And even Jesus, following his baptism, spent forty
days and forty nights in the wilderness struggling with temptation.
Then, and only then, was he able to begin his ministry.

Now, if spiritual giants like Moses and Elijah needed a time of
preparation before they were able to experience God's presence, why is
it that we should expect to be different? And, if even Jesus needed to
separate himself from the pressures and distractions of daily life in
order to sort things out, doesn't it stand to reason that you and I
might have to do the same?

For many generations, perhaps for centuries, the Indians of
Michigan's Upper Peninsula used to set fire to the forests near their
homes. They did so for a very good reason. By burning away the under- .
brush and the smaller trees, they encouraged the growth of the wild
berries that were such an important part of their diet. Somehow they
had learned to use the fire so that it would not kill the roots of the
berry bushes. And, freed from the competition of weeds and from the
shade of the small trees, the berries grew more quickly and their
fruit could be more easily harvested. When the underbrush again began






